
CAPTAIN ARNOLD (CHAPLAIN)
AVERAGE RATING

5.0 OUT OF 5 STARS

REVIEWS

5 OUT OF 5
Kim and Kelly
Good Afternoon Captain Arnold, My wife and I would like you thank you for the 
beautiful words used in our wedding ceremony. They truly hit home and we will 
always cherish the advice you gave to us. The children's ceremony was very 
beautiful and our daughter was excited to be part of the occasion. Thank you again 
for the beautiful ceremony and the memories you helped us create. Thanks, Kim 
Hankins and Kelly Salazar

5 OUT OF 5
Ariana and Michael
Hi Captain Arnold, The ceremony was beautiful, Michael and I loved it! A lot of my 
guests came up to me and were amazed with ceremony, they told me they never 
heard something so beautiful and meaningful, they really enjoyed the kids ceremony 
as well. Captain Arnold, thank you so much for such an amazing ceremony, the kids 
ceremony was the icing on the cake. Thanks again, Ariana

5 OUT OF 5
Melissa and Maurizio
There are no accidents! As my husband and I were looking for local officiants that 
would be the perfect match for us, we came across information on the Knot for 
Nautical Wedding Bells. We were incredibly fortunate to have Capt. Arnold join us in 
marriage June 29, 2013. He is compassionate, understanding and willing to do 
anything he can to make your special day truly YOURS. There are not words to 
describe the beauty and wisdom behind every word spoken during the ceremony. 
And he’s absolutely right~ Remember to listen to each word. Even 2 months later, 
the complements from family and friends keep coming about the beautiful 
celebration of our love. We can't thank Capt. Arnold enough!! We look forward to 
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seeing the Captain in Times Square on St. Valentine's to renew our vows!! Mr. & 
Mrs. MM

5 OUT OF 5
Silvia and Clemente
Dear Capitan, Thank you for the wonderful celebration, you made us a beautiful gift: 
a gorgeous marriage! Silvia and Clemente

5 OUT OF 5
Anna and David
Capt. Arnold, Thank you so much for your wonderful email. We also would like to 
wish you and your family a very merry Christmas. We are still thinking about every 
single word you said during our wedding and are very grateful for your presence and 
words and especially your blessings. Thanks again for everything and take care. 
Anna and David

5 OUT OF 5
Anna and David
Capt. Arnold, Thank you so much for your wonderful email. We also would like to 
wish you and your family a very merry Christmas. We are still thinking about every 
single word you said during our wedding and are very grateful for your presence and 
words and especially your blessings. Thanks again for everything and take care. 
Anna and David

5 OUT OF 5
Joanna and Stephen
Dear Captain Arnold, We cannot thank you enough for your beautiful ceremony. We 
loved your humor and thoughtful words about marriage. Your message was 
meaningful to all who attended and we received many compliments on what a 
spectacular ceremony it was. Thanks for making our special day as special as 
possible. Warm Regards, Joanna and Stephen C.
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5 OUT OF 5
Eric and Chip
Hi Captain Arnold: Chip and I wanted to thank you again for officiating our wedding 
and for your lovely vows. We also appreciate your keeping our guests laughing as 
the wind and waves kept trying to take over our ceremony. You truly earned your 
captain title, as we have heard, as a wave splashed on you. Many of our guests 
have said how our wedding ceremony was the nicest one that they had heard. We 
truly want to thank you for making that happen. Eric and Chip

5 OUT OF 5
Michelle and Thomas
Dear Captain Arnold, The ceremony you performed for our wedding was truly 
wonderful. It was wise and heartfelt. You made us all think, reflect, laugh, and in 
some cases, cry! Thank you so much. We will remember it always. Very best to you 
and your family, Thomas & Michelle

5 OUT OF 5
Waunika and Adam
Captain Arnold, Adam and I wanted to send you our deepest thank you for your 
glorious and Impressive ceremony presentation. Our wedding would not have been 
as special as it was had you not been a part of it. Our vows were truly amazing and 
you made our ceremony special in every way. Thank you!! Love, Nika & Adam

5 OUT OF 5
Jillian and Anthony
Dear Captain Arnold, thank you so much for making our big day so special. We were 
so happy that you were the one to marry us! We will never forget you! Love, Jillian 
and Anthony

5 OUT OF 5
Jaqueline and Derek
Good Morning, I just have to say WOW!!! What a great wedding and many, many 
thanks to you and your staff. The sights were beautiful, the ceremony so touching, 
your staff is magnificent!!!! Most important everyone had a good time. My guests are 
still talking about it and recommend this for all occasions. I can’t wait to see the 
pictures!!! Many thanks!!!! Regards, Derek & Jacqueline
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5 OUT OF 5
Carol and Rafael
Dear Captain Arnold, Please accept my apologies for this long overdue note. You 
officiated our civil ceremony aboard the Disney Magic in NYC on September 12, 
2012 before we sailed off to the Canadian Maritimes. Having had a more formal 
wedding ceremony scheduled to be held at sea the following day, my husband 
Rafael and I were expecting a quick conversation and license signing while in port to 
make everything official without much fanfare. However, we were so pleasantly 
surprised! We are so grateful to Disney for having invited you on board to officiate 
because we experienced so much more than what we expected. Your gentle and 
humorous manner made us feel at ease and prepared to receive and recite the 
meaningful vows that you had for us. Our kids, my daughter especially, still mention 
the little animal sculptures that appeared as if by "magic" from the string of beads in 
your pocket. You certainly made our wedding ceremony a memorable event that we 
will never forget. Many thanks for the photographs and the beautiful copy of the 
vows we shared that promptly arrived in our mailbox shortly after we came home 
from our sailing. Any couple would be fortunate to have you join them in marriage 
and we hope to retain you in the future when we renew our vows (this time sans the 
Mickey and Minnie Mouse ears)! Sincerely, Carol & Rafael DeJesus

5 OUT OF 5
Alyssa and Ian
Captain Arnold, We really loved the ceremony you performed for us. It was exactly 
what we were looking for. Your words are a sincere from the heart expression of 
love and marriage. Our friends and family enjoyed it as well. One of our relatives 
sent us the following email: "I really agree with so much of what the Captain said, 
including how it is not only finding the right partner, but being the right partner back. 
He was really wise in his words, and made the ceremony probably the most 
meaningful I have ever attended, even my own." We will remember your words for 
the rest of our lives. Thank you!! Alyssa & Ian

5 OUT OF 5
Candice and Juan
Captain Arnold, Thank you so much for all of your help!! We really appreciate all the 
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time and effort you have put into this wedding. We couldn't have done it without you, 
we can't thank you enough. If you need us to recommend you or anything, please let 
us know. Thanks again. Hope you enjoy this as much as we do. Candice & Juan 
Carlos

5 OUT OF 5
Valerie and Thomas
Captain Arnold, Thank you so much for making our wedding day so special. It was 
everything we hoped for and more. It meant so much to me that the same man who 
married my sister married us. Thank you. With Love, Tom and Valerie

5 OUT OF 5
Michelle and Ronald
Dear Captain Arnold, Scott and I would like to thank you so very much for our 
Beautiful wedding ceremony.... It was so much more than what we expected!!! You 
made it so touching and beautiful with the vows you chose for us and how you let us 
express our love to each other with our own vows as well.... I have to say you had all 
of TIMES SQUARE completely captivated with our ceremony!! Again Thank You So 
Very Much!! Scott & Michelle

5 OUT OF 5
Denise and Christopher
What a wonderful ceremony Captain Arnold delivers is so unique and touching all at 
the same time. We truly loved the way he added our special requests in order to 
make this day so special and memorable for us. Thank you Captain Arnold! Chris & 
Denise

5 OUT OF 5
Susan and Steve
Dear Captain Arnold, Your presentation of our wedding vows/ceremony was beyond 
exceptional and we were pleasantly surprised at your words of wisdom after we 
exchanged our vows. We highly appreciate your encouragement and would highly 
recommend and refer your outstanding services and we hope to see you again when 
we renew our vows on our next Royal Caribbean cruise. Warm Regards, Steve & 
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Susan

5 OUT OF 5
Mary and Richard
Hi Captain Arnold, We got home from our honeymoon in Belize and had received 
your package. The letter was beautiful and we really appreciate the copy of the 
wedding vows and photograph. You will always have a special place in our hearts 
(and mantel!) Thank you again for being our wedding officiant; it was an absolutely 
beautiful ceremony. You made us feel comfortable and at ease. Each and every 
guest told us how much they enjoyed the ceremony as well. We really feel as though 
you captured the sentiment of marriage perfectly. Your words touched us and our 
guests in a lovely way and I know we will remember that day forever as one of the 
happiest of our lives. Thanks again, Mary and Richard

5 OUT OF 5
Lisa and Jason
Hello Captain Arnold, Jason and I would like to thank you for the memorable and 
loving ceremony that you performed at our wedding on Thursday, August 16, 2012. 
Most of all we thank you for the Rose Ceremony in which you allowed us to 
acknowledge our mothers and the love they taught us to share. I also appreciate the 
copy of our wedding vows in which we can display and remind us of the vows we 
exchanged. Sincerely, Lisa and Jason

5 OUT OF 5
Kristen and Sean
Dear Captain Arnold, We hope you are doing well. Our apologies for not getting to 
this to you any sooner. Sean and I would like to thank you once again for the 
beautiful wedding ceremony you performed on August 11, 2012 aboard the Royal 
Caribbean Explorer of the Seas. Words cannot explain how touching your ceremony 
was. We both loved every word you had to say and listened very carefully. We 
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noticed how your words didn't override our personal vows that we had written for 
each other. Your words complimented ours perfectly! It was as though you had 
known us for years. We have many moments throughout the ceremony and 
reception that include you that we will never forget. We have received a lot of 
feedback from our guests. They were entertained by you and couldn't tell us enough 
about how much they enjoyed your ceremony. We couldn't be happier with the 
outcome of our wedding. You have certainly helped give us the wedding of our 
dreams! Married life has been better than we could've ever imagined. Thanks again 
for everything. You made us feel very special on our big day. :) Yours truly, Kristen 
and Sean Dunne

5 OUT OF 5
Kristen and Sean
Dear Captain Arnold, We hope you are doing well. Our apologies for not getting to 
this sooner. Sean and I would like to thank you once again for the beautiful wedding 
ceremony you performed on August 11, 2012 aboard the Royal Caribbean Explorer 
of the Seas. Words cannot explain how touching your ceremony was. We both loved 
every word you had to say and listened very carefully. We noticed how your words 
didn't override our personal vows that we had written for each other. Your words 
complimented ours perfectly! It was as though you had known us for years. We have 
many moments throughout the ceremony and reception that include you that we will 
never forget. We have received a lot of feedback from our guests. They were 
entertained by you and couldn't tell us enough about how much they enjoyed your 
ceremony. We couldn't be happier with the outcome of our wedding. You have 
certainly helped give us the wedding of our dreams! Married life has been better 
than we could've ever imagined. Thanks again for everything. You made us feel very 
special on our big day. :) Yours truly, Kristen and Sean Dunne

5 OUT OF 5
Rebecca and Samuel
Hey Captain Arnold, Bec and I wanted to thank you for a lovely ceremony that truly 
surpassed our expectations. We had an amazing evening and all that attended said 
it was the best wedding ever! Again, thanks so much for your lovely words and 
meaning that gave our ceremony. Bec and I are still on a high. Lots of love, Spike 
and Bec
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5 OUT OF 5
Mary and Andrew
Captain Arnold, As promised, the ceremony and entire wedding was amazing! From 
the cake to the precise words during the ceremony, it was the most perfect wedding 
a bride and groom could ever ask for! I received many positive comments from 
guests that it was the most memorable wedding they have ever been to! To those 
who have doubts, concerns - they need not worry. You are a great Chaplain that 
NYC has ever seen! Thank you so much for being there with us every step of the 
way. Much Thanks, Mary & Andrew 7-28-12

5 OUT OF 5
Debra and David
Dear Captain Arnold, We wanted to thank you again for making our wedding such a 
wonderful event with your ceremony. We enjoyed your mix of humor at times to 
lighten the intensity (I remind Dave he gave me his wallet) of the time. We were also 
very pleased with the vows that really fit and matched the love we feel for each 
other. Again- Thank you! Have a wonderful Holiday Season, Debby & Dave

5 OUT OF 5
Jessica and Scott
Dear Captain Arnold, Our wedding exceeded our expectations and having you 
perform the ceremony on board the ship Explore Of The Seas made the day even 
more memorable. We both really enjoyed your ceremony and our guests are still 
talking about it, you made us both feel calm and at ease from the moment we met. 
Thank you once again for making our special day even more special, Many thanks, 
Scott & Jessica Masters

5 OUT OF 5
Jennifer and Corey
Hi Captain Arnold, We want to thank you for performing such a beautiful ceremony! 
It was an incredibly special day and you certainly helped to create that. Everyone 
had wonderful things to say about you, and loved the ceremony. We are so thankful 
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for having you there for us on such an important day! Thank you again, it was truly 
wonderful!! All the best, Jen & Corey Kaiser

5 OUT OF 5
Anthony and Gary
Captain, Overall, in the 15 years of trips we’ve taken (that have included places such 
as Paris, Buenos Aires, Taipei, Hong Kong), this trip to NYC was one of the best 
trips we’ve ever had, for many reasons. As for your service: We’ve had numerous 
comments from our friends who came to New York... they say a couple of things: 
Gary and I looked amazing in our suits... and you did a GREAT service! They (and 
we, for that matter) liked what you said (as we gave you really not much input, we 
left it up to you), they liked your humor. Ande caught us (and our guests in the 
background) laughing at several times during the service. You were as much a 
smash success as we were! We didn’t have much to go on when we chose you from 
your webpage other than what you said about yourself... we trusted you and you did 
not disappoint us! Your choice of photographer, Ande, was great; her photos are 
really very nice. I guess you don’t expect much in the way of ‘repeat businesses but 
if we knew of anyone going to New York to get married we’d direct them your way! 
Thanks!! Tony & Gary

5 OUT OF 5
RoseAnn and Tommy
You made our wedding so memorable that since Friday people are still talking about 
you!!! You made the moment so right and there is not a person that could have done 
it better... YOU ARE TRULY AMAZING!!!! Thank you so much for being YOU... Love 
Rose-Ann and Tommy

5 OUT OF 5
Donna and Kenneth
Dear Captain Arnold, What a beautiful ceremony you performed for us on The 
Norwegian Gem. I was hoping you would be the one performing since you came 
highly recommended to us by a friend you married last year. You helped relieve my 
anxiety on forgetting my flowers, sand ceremony kit and favors for the wedding, and 
you definitely put all my guests at ease with your organization on getting us all on 
the ship. My only regret is that I didnt have anyone video the ceremony so I could 
hear it over and over again since it was so touching. You even had a few of our 
guests (men included) in tears with the touching words you said. And then to come 
home from our week long cruise and have a package from you with our vows was 
such a wonderful surprise. We thank you so much for everything and we look 
forward to a long and happy life together. And we will always cherish that we had 
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you perform the ceremony. Thanks again, Kenneth and Donna Moran

5 OUT OF 5
Katie and Bryan
Dear, Captain Arnold We got so many compliments from our guests saying that was 
the best wedding ceremony they’ve ever seen and how much they loved you, you 
were a hit!! Not only did you make our special day unique from any others, but you 
also made it special for all of our guests. We received many compliments on your 
sense of humor and the amazing magic you had in store for our family and friends. 
They couldn’t believe their eyes. The private rose ceremony for our mothers and 
grandmother was also beautiful and touched each one of them dearly. The ship was 
magnificent; the crew treated us like royalty, and there wasn’t one complaint the 
whole night. Everything was perfect from the staff to the food and to the 
entertainment. It was a pure joy sailing on the New York harbor. The views were 
wonderful sailing past the Statue of Liberty. Both Katie and I really enjoyed dancing 
the night away as we couldn’t be any happier. I really wanted to let you know we are 
very thankful for your service, and that if anyone else gets married we are definitely 
going to refer them to you. We already miss Captain Arnold and wish to see him 
again. You made our day aboard the Skyline Princess special, loving, and personal. 
Thank you! Love, Mr. and Mrs. Sniffen

5 OUT OF 5
Lisa and Richard
Dear Captain Arnold, You brought so much love to our ceremony and we cannot 
thank you enough. It was like you knew us forever! All of our family and friends 
thought your words were so beautiful. Words can’t express how beautiful you made 
our wedding ceremony. Thank you for making our day so special! All our love, Lisa & 
Rich Corbani

5 OUT OF 5
Cheena and Alex
Dearest Captain Arnold, My grandmother adores you. 5 minutes after meeting you I 
was already laughing at your wit and jokes. Spending time with you during the tour 
of the Norwegian Gem just made me even more excited for the wedding day to 
actually arrive. You are a real piece of work. I did not expect to laugh during my 
wedding ceremony and the guests had no idea what they were in for. Alex and I 
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thank you very much for performing such a lovely ceremony for us and making 
things special and memorable. Thank you for the well wishes and we hope that you 
continue to spread joy during your wonderful ceremonies. Your wife is lucky to have 
you. Best regards, Alex and Cheena

5 OUT OF 5
Jim and Dan
Dear Captain Arnold; Weddings are a special time for every couple. On April 27, 
2012 aboard the NCL Star in New York, we were finally able to stand before our 
friends and family and be joined in marriage. We cannot thank you enough for 
making our wedding day the most memorable experience we could have ever hoped 
for. The ceremony was filled with compassion, love and wisdom. Your tender words, 
sharing of your experiences and the special touches you added to our service 
exceeded anything we could have imagined. Many of our guests expressed that it 
was one of the most beautiful weddings they have ever attended. It was a picture 
perfect day from start to finish. From the moment the space shuttle flew over our 
ship, throughout the ceremony and reception, we could never have hoped for a more 
perfect day. Again, we would like to thank you for all making our day wonderful. 
Sincerely, Jim and Dan

5 OUT OF 5
Jamie and Craig
Dear Captain Arnold, We wanted to send you our sincerest thanks for performing 
such an amazing ceremony. You words were kind, touching, and you made 
everyone laugh. We wanted to let know that we loved the ceremony, as did all of our 
guests. We've also attached a few more pictures from the photographer. He got 
some great shots of us. Thank you again for all of your efforts and wisdom which will 
always be appreciated in this wonderful memory. Warmest Regards, Craig & Jamie 
Burns

5 OUT OF 5
Anna Velasco and Jennifer
Dear Captain Arnold; You made our wedding day the most beautiful and stress free, 
we could not have found a better person to perform the ceremony. Everyone 
absolutely raved about the ceremony and how different it was from any wedding 
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they had previously attended. The special touches you added made it even more so 
special. Our friends and family were enamored by the love we expressed to each 
other. Your words touched all of our hearts. Thank you for making our day even so 
memorable. We'd both like to thank you for the beautiful wedding ceremony you 
performed for us aboard the Skyline Princess. The wedding experience was 
everything you promised us it would be. Many of our guests have said it was the 
best wedding they had ever been to, they were also very impressed by your magic 
tricks after dinner, which was also excellent. We'd like to thank you for taking care of 
all the arrangements and ensuring the evening ran smoothly. When we first spoke 
on the phone you said all we had to do was turn up with our marriage license, you'd 
organize everything else, and you were true to your word. We found it to be very 
personal and heartwarming. It was more beautiful than we ever could have 
imagined. It was indeed like a fairy tale! We are very happy and thankful to you and 
the Skyline Princess crew that work to make our wedding unforgettable. Sincerely, 
Jennifer and Anna Velasco

5 OUT OF 5
Olivia and Robert
Hi Captain, I am so sorry it has taken so long for me to email you. I wanted to let you 
know that the wedding couldn't have been more perfect then it was. I loved the 
feeling of the wedding, so much love and happiness. It was all thanks to you. My 
coordinator on the wedding day was fabulous. She helped out so much and always 
made sure everything was perfect. Thanks again for these special memories. It will 
be in our hearts forever. All the best, Olivia & Robert

5 OUT OF 5
Clara and Joseph
Dear Captain Arnold, Just wanted to tell you how special you made our Wedding 
onboard Explorer of the Seas on April 9, 2011. The words, vows, and your personal 
experiences really made for a thoughtful and unforgettable ceremony. You are very 
talented and provided our guests with a unique, but still, very traditional Wedding 
ceremony. Joe and I could feel the love you have for your wife in the beautiful words 
you spoke about the true meaning of marriage. Your team of coordinators made the 
room look so elegant with the arrangements of decorations and flowers provided. 
When I first met with Tammy the morning of the ceremony, my mind was at ease as 
she went through everything detail by detail to ensure all our requests were met. 
There is not one thing that did not go smoothly! Thank you again for a magnificent 
job, and providing us with our dream come true Wedding. All the Best, Joseph & 
Clara
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5 OUT OF 5
kerri and james
We were so lucky to have Captain Arnold perform our ceremony. He was so 
professional and caring - he went above and beyond to help ensure we were happy 
and understood everything that would take place. We had guests the entire night 
constantly raving about the ceremony. Captain Arnold gave us real life advice and 
added all the personal touches we wanted. We had an Irish blessing, rose ceremony 
and unity candle as well as he remembered those who could not be with us. I can't 
say enough great things about Captain Arnold he was truly amazing!! Thank you 
Captain Arnold :)

5 OUT OF 5
Homalyn and James
Captain Arnold preformed my wedding on 09/19/09. He arrived early and helped 
guide my fiancé through exactly how to ceremony would go based on the 
ceremonies that we wanted him to preform. We had a rose ceremony for our 
mothers, a sand ceremony and a wine ceremony. This helped calm down the 
groom-to-be's nervousness. He injected a little humor in to the ceremony to keep 
everyone's interest and said some lovely words on the meaning or marriage. As our 
friends our from many different faiths, Captain Arnold respected our wish for a non-
denominational service allowing a moment for everyone to pray for our marriage as 
they wished.

5 OUT OF 5
Katy and Michael
Our wedding ceremony was filled with warmth, love and heart thanks to Captain 
Arnold. Everyone there couldn't stop telling us how special and unique it was, people 
were in tears from laughing and feeling the emotions of the ceremony. It was truly 
amazing and we feel so lucky that we chose Captain Arnold to marry us, he is 
wonderful.
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5 OUT OF 5
Heather and Kyle
The most amazing ceremony ever!!! Did the best job, all our guests are still talking 
about how great it was. I would do it all over again with Captain Arnold!!!!

5 OUT OF 5
Meegin and Jeffrey
Captain Arnold really got to know us, and why we were getting married. We never 
felt like a number or just another client. He and I had several long phone 
conversations; he really wanted to know who we were. The ceremony was beautiful, 
poolside in our backyard. It really felt like each word spoken was picked specially for 
us. There wasn't anything that made it feel impersonal or routine. He either had our 
friends and family laughing or crying happy tears, everyone felt involved in the 
ceremony as opposed to just watching. I can't say enough wonderful things about 
Captain Arnold. He turned my best friend into my husband, I'll always be thankful for 
that. As long as I live, every time I look at my husband's wedding ring, I'll always 
laugh about how he joked it was so big it looked like a bagel. You can't go wrong 
with Captain Arnold; I can't say enough good things about him.

5 OUT OF 5
Jamie and Michael
We cannot thank Captain Arnold enough for his outstanding service. 
He incorporated our selections of religious readings into his tailored ceremony. Our 
guests continue to rave about his sense of humor and unique speech, even inquiring 
for his contact information to renew their vows or perform their marriage. The sand 
ceremony was a perfect substitute for candle lighting during our outdoor ceremony 
and the rose ceremony was a perfect way to honor our mothers on our special day. 
Michael and Jamie Hoehlein

5 OUT OF 5
Diana and Dave
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Captain Arnold was absolutely phenomenal!! He did such a wonderful job and so 
many of our guests commented on what a great job he did. He made the ceremony 
personal and entertaining. I highly recommend him!
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